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A software testing survival guide for those who work in Internet time With Internet applications spreading like wildfire, the field of software testing is increasingly challenged by the brave new networked world of e-business. This book brings you up to speed on the technologies, testing concepts, and tools youll need to run e-business applications on the Web. Written by Hung Nguyen, a coauthor of the bestselling software testing book of all time, Testing Computer Software, this new guide takes you to the next level, helping you apply your existing skills to the testing of B2B (Business-to-Business), B2C (Business-to-Consumer), and internal Web-based applications. Youll learn how to test transactions across networks, explore complex systems for errors, and work efficiently with the many components at play––from servers to browsers to protocols. Most importantly, youll get detailed instructions on how to carry out specific test types along with case studies and error examples for each test.    

Software testers, test leads and test managers, QA analysts and managers, and IT managers and staff will find this an invaluable resource for their testing projects. With an emphasis on achievable goals and necessary rather than nice-to-have features, Testing Applications on the Web provides:    

	An analysis of the Web-application model and the difference between Web testing and traditional testing
	A tutorial on the methodology and techniques for networking technologies and component-based testing 
	Strategies for test planning, test case designing, and error analysis on the Web
	Effective real-world practices for UI (User Interface) tests, security tests, installation tests, load and stress tests, database tests, and more
	A survey of commercial tools and a sampling of proven test matrices and templates


About the Author

HUNG Q. NGUYEN is founder and CEO of LogiGear Corporation, a Silicon Valley company. Through its services, products, and training programs, LogiGear helps software development organizations deliver the highest possible quality products while juggling resources and schedule constraints. Nguyen is a coauthor of the bestselling book Testing Computer Software (Wiley), an ASQ-Certified Quality Engineer, and an active senior member of the American Society for Quality.
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Geographic Data Mining and Knowledge Discovery, Second EditionCRC Press, 2009

	Similar to many research and application fields, geography has moved from a datapoor and computation-poor to a data-rich and computation-rich environment. The scope, coverage, and volume of digital geographic datasets are growing rapidly. Public and private sector agencies are creating, processing, and disseminating digital data on land use,...
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Conquest in Cyberspace: National Security and Information WarfareCambridge University Press, 2007
With billions of computers in existence, cyberspace, 'the virtual world created when they are connected,' is said to be the new medium of power. Computer hackers operating from anywhere can enter cyberspace and take control of other people's computers, stealing their information, corrupting their workings, and shutting them down. Modern societies...
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Thrombolytic Therapy for StrokeHumana Press, 2001

	The world's leading experts detail the basic rationale, scientific evidence, and treatment protocol for thrombolytic therapy in acute stroke patients. These experienced clinicians show how promptly delivered thrombolysis can restore cerebral blood flow in time to salvage brain and neurologic functions, first by reviewing the preclinical...
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Nanotechnology: An Introduction (Micro and Nano Technologies)William Andrew Publishing, 2011

	This book provides an overview of the rapidly growing and developing field of nanotechnology, focusing on key essentials and structured around a robust anatomy of the subject. The newcomer to nanotechnology, who may well have a strong background in one of the traditional disciplines such as physics, mechanical or electrical engineering,...
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vSphere Virtual Machine ManagementPackt Publishing, 2014

	This book follows a step-by-step tutorial approach with some real-world scenarios that vSphere businesses will be required to overcome every day. This book also discusses creating and configuring virtual machines and also covers monitoring virtual machine performance and resource allocation options.

	

	This book is for VMware...
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Fundamentals of Graphics Communication with AutoDESK 2008 Inventor DVDMcGraw-Hill, 2007

	Engineering and technical graphics have gone through
	significant changes in the last decade, due to the use of
	computers and CAD software. It seems as if some new
	hardware or software development that impacts technical
	graphics is occurring every year. Although these changes
	are important to the subject of technical graphics, there...
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